
Select position of product and
mark centres of mounting holes.
Using a 6mm masonry drill, drill a hole
in the marked position to a depth of
30mm. If drilling through tiles, please
pre-drill using a ceramic drill bit.

WARNINGS

Safety and care advice 
1. Always take care when using an electric drill, 

particularly in the bathroom.  Always check for 
hidden cables and pipework before drilling. 
Always use a residual current circuit breaker 
(RCCB) when using mains powered tools and 
take extreme care if there is any water in the 
working area.  

2. Always wear suitable eye protection when drilling.
3. If the product is to be �tted on a ceramic tiled 

wall, a ceramic drill bit should be used.  Do not 
drill mounting holes in the grouted area between 
tiles. Mask the area around the hole with tape 
before drilling to prevent damage to the tile.

Mounting your  Twist ‘N’ Lock Plus Wall Mounted Accessory using the Screw �x method

Component parts requiredIncluded in your pack
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Insert the wall plug (G) to the surface of
the wall. If �tting to a tiled surface the
wall plug should be inserted below the 
surface of the tile to avoid cracking.
Insert the double end �xing screw (F)
into the wall plug up to the shoulder, 
as shown.
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Screw Fix Method

• Read these instructions carefully
Do not overload - maximum weight 2kg (4.5lbs)• • Keep these instructions for future reference
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Ensure the product is level and
then rotate the cap (E) clockwise
until fully tight. DO NOT OVER
TIGHTEN!

Your product is now ready to use.

• Wall plugs supplied for solid walls only. 
Ensure correct wall plug for wall type is used.
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Tools Required:
Drill; 6mm Masonry Drill Bit (6mm Ceramic Drill bit optional)
Cross Head Screwdriver; Pencil

(A) Product 
(B) Suction Cup (discard for screw to wall �xing)
(C) Suction Bracket Body
(D) Spacer
(E) Cap
(F) Double End Fixing Screws
(G) Wall Plugs
        Wall plugs supplied for solid walls only. Ensure correct wall
        plug for wall type is used.
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Loving your new Twist  ‘N’ Lock Plus product? We have a wide range of bathroom accessories, please visit www.croydex.com  for more details.

How to remove your Twist ‘N’ Lock Plus product

Unscrew and remove the cap (E) while supporting the product. 

Care and maintenance

Clean with a soft damp cloth. Never use abrasive or chemical cleaners.
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Tel: +44 (0) 1264 365881. Fax: +44 (0) 1264 356437

Website: www.croydex.com E-mail: info@croydex.co.uk

Content quantities vary depending on product purchased

With the cap (E) removed, place the
product (A) and body (C) assembly
over the exposed shoulders of each
screw (F)  and align cap (E) as shown.
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Assemble product as shown above.
Before placing in desired location
turn the caps (E) clockwise until
�nger tight. Then turn the caps (E)
�ve to six complete rotations
anti-clockwise as shown above. 

Before installing

1. Thoroughly clean the mounting surface to
remove any dirt, residue or contaminates
that may reduce the sucker performance.

2. Rinse the mounting surface with clean 
water and dry with a clean cloth.

3. Rinse each suction bracket in warm water 
to remove any dust etc. that may have 
accumulated since manufacture, then dry 
with a clean cloth.

Mounting your Twist ‘N’ Lock Plus Wall Mounted Accessory using the Suction Fix method

Component parts required

Holding the suction bracket body (C)
�rmly pull the cap (E) away from
the body leaving a small gap
between the two parts. 
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Suction Fix Method

1

Keeping the gap between the body (C)
and the cap (E), position the product
in the desired location. Press the centre 
of the cap (E) �rmly closing the gap
between the cap (E) and body (C) to
expel air from the suction cups. 

(A) Product 
(B) Suction Cup
(C) Suction Bracket Body
(D) Spacer
(E) Cap

NOT ILLUSTRATED ITEMS
(F) Double End Fixing Screws (used only for
      screw �x method)
(G) Wall Plugs (used only for screw �x method)

Content quantities vary depending on product purchased E
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Ensure the product is level and then
rotate the cap (E) clockwise until fully
tight. Your product is now ready to use.

Loving your new Twist  ‘N’ Lock Plus product? We have a wide range of bathroom accessories, please visit www.croydex.com  for more details.

How to remove your Twist ‘N’ Lock Plus product

Unscrew and remove the cap (E) while supporting the product. Remove the product, the suction cup can then be peeled away from 
the mounting surface.

Care and maintenance

Suction Fix is a temporary �xing solution. For best performance we recommend that you remove and re-�t your product every
6 - 8 weeks as described above. Clean with a soft damp cloth. Never use abrasive or chemical cleaners.
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Included in your pack

WARNINGS
• Read these instructions carefully
• Only �x to �at, shiny, glazed tiles or glass. Never use on 

wood, painted, matt or textured surfaces. If �tting to these
surfaces is required please refer to screw to wall �xing method
 

• Do not overload - maximum weight  2kg (4.5lbs)

• Keep these instructions for future reference

• Do not use to store glass or breakable items
• Do not position sucker over grout lines

•
instruction lea�et which is on the reverse of this sheet.
Not suitable for marble tiles.
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